
8.7k+ 1.2k

Hi, I'm Michelle and I’m originally from Atlanta,
Georgia, USA. I'm a freelance writer and have
been a digital nomad for over 2 years. I have lived
and traveled through dozens of countries around
the world all while running my business.

Mishvo in Motion is my travel blog, where I help
aspiring digital nomads and short-term travelers
alike achieve and navigate incredible
travel experiences as well as the location-
independent lifestyle.

400+

7,600 Average page views per month

5,500 Average users per month

HOW I CAN PROMOTE 
YOUR BUSINESS

ABOUT MICHELLE & THE
MISHVO IN MOTION BLOG

Sponsored posts
Social media campaigns
Giveaways
Press/blog trips
Product/tour reviews

MISHVOINMOTION.COM

THE NUMBERS

75% of readers are American
and the rest are from 40 other
countries!

Most readers are female (77%) and
between the ages of 25-34

15.4 Average position in Google search 3.6k Average monthly clicks from Google
search

michelle@mishvoinmotion.com

AS SEEN ON:

https://mishvoinmotion.com/
http://mishvoinmotion.com/


Instagram stories:
 

I posted a total of 8 Instagram stories to
my account throughout the week. 

 
The stories received 2,612

impressions in total.
 

There were 27 actions (replies, website
clicks, visits to my profile) as well as

117 taps of people navigating to Online
Coliving's Instagram profile from the

stories.

Instagram feed post:
 

I posted 1 Instagram feed post to
my account since the retreat. The
CTA was to click the link in my bio

to read the blog post about the
experience. 1,983 impressions

198 likes
5 comments
2 saves

CASE STUDY: ONLINE COLIVING RETREAT

Updated  June 2020

I promoted a week-long virtual coliving retreat through social media
and the Mishvo in Motion blog in exchange for complimentary

participation.

& 5 website
 clicks to 

the

review
 blog p

ost!



Instagram stories:
 

I posted a total of 6 Instagram stories to my account
during our stay. 

 
The stories received 1,508 views in total.

 
There were 40 actions (replies, taps on account tags
and location tags, website clicks, visits to my profile)

as well as 13 taps of people navigating to The
Place's Instagram profile from the story.

Instagram feed posts:
 

I posted 2 Instagram feed posts to my account since
our stay.

9,029 impressions
601 likes
34 comments
15 shares
17 saves

5,124 impressions
551 likes
36 comments
1 share
2 saves & 3 website

 clicks to 
the

review
 blog p

ost!

CASE STUDY: THE PLACE KOH TAO LUXURY POOL VILLAS

Updated January 2020

I promoted a luxury villa resort on a small island in Thailand through social
media and the Mishvo in Motion blog in exchange for a complimentary stay.



Blog post:
 

I published a review blog
post, which you can find

at the following url: 
 

https://mishvoinmotion.c
om/the-place-koh-tao-

review/

The blog post is ranking on the 1st page of Google search.

https://mishvoinmotion.com/the-place-koh-tao-review/
https://mishvoinmotion.com/the-place-koh-tao-review/


CASE STUDY: L'OASI HOTEL

I promoted a boutique hotel on the coast of Sardinia through social media and the
Mishvo in Motion blog in exchange for a complimentary stay. 

 

Updated January 2020

Blog post: 
 

I published an itinerary blog
post, which you can find at the

following url:
 

 https://mishvoinmotion.com/7-
day-itinerary-sardinia/

The blog post ranks on the 
1st page of Google search.

https://mishvoinmotion.com/7-day-itinerary-sardinia/
https://mishvoinmotion.com/7-day-itinerary-sardinia/
https://mishvoinmotion.com/the-place-koh-tao-review/


The blog post has resulted in 921 click-throughs to Hotel L'Oasi's website
and 80 click-throughs to their TripAdvisor page so far:

The blog post ranks on the 
1st page of Pinterest search.

https://mishvoinmotion.com/the-place-koh-tao-review/


Januar
y 2017

I continued to see results 6 months
later when people found my posts
while looking for Sardinia travel tips:

January 2017

Social media posts:
 

I posted 1 Instagram feed post, 1 Facebook page
post, and 1 Twitter post promoting our stay and

the blog post I wrote.

Photography



CASE STUDY: THE ADMIRAL FELL INN IN BALTIMORE

I promoted the Admiral Fell Inn in Baltimore in exchange for a discounted
stay in March 2017.

Blog post: A Weekend Guide to Baltimore
(https://mishvoinmotion.com/weekend-guide-baltimore/)

Updated September 2019

https://mishvoinmotion.com/weekend-guide-baltimore/


CASE STUDY: THE ADMIRAL FELL INN IN BALTIMORE (cont'd)

Updated September 2019

This post has resulted in 180 click-throughs to the Admiral Fell Inn's
website so far:

This post ranks in Pinterest search and has over 3k impressions per month
on average.



CASE STUDY: TALKSPACE TEXT THERAPY

I reviewed the Talkspace text therapy app in a blog post on my site in
October 2016 (https://mishvoinmotion.com/talkspace-review-text-
therapy/). I promoted the post by sharing it on Facebook and Twitter.

This blog post brought over 700 click-throughs to Talkspace’s landing page
and 97 sign-ups for their monthly service (31% conversion rate).

I helped people find
access the treatment:

Updated April 2018

It has generated over $15,360 in sales for Talkspace so far.

https://mishvoinmotion.com/talkspace-review-text-therapy/


My blog post ranks first in Google results for my targeted keyword and its
variations:


